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EBD #12.31  

2016-2017 

 

 

TO: ALA Executive Board 

 

RE: Implementation Plan/Progress, ALA Strategic Direction:  Information Policy 

  

ACTION REQUESTED/INFORMATION/REPORT: 

Discussion of recent progress and directions for the coming months. 

 

ACTION REQUESTED BY: 

Jamie LaRue, Director, Office for Intellectual Freedom 

Alan S. Inouye, Director, Office for Information Technology Policy 

 

CONTACT PERSON: 

Alan S. Inouye, 202-276-6738, ainouye@alawash.org 

Jamie LaRue, 720-530-4294, jlarue@ala.org 

 

DRAFT OF MOTION: 

None 

  

DATE: March 21, 2017 

 

BACKGROUND:  

The previous report and discussion about the information policy strategic direction took place 

at the October 2016 Executive Board meeting. The current report and discussion provide a 

summary of progress since that meeting and solicits input from the Board for future directions. 

 

ATTACHMENTS:  

Progress Report on Information Policy 
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PROGRESS REPORT ON INFORMATION POLICY 

 

Since the October 2016 report to the Executive Board, we’ve made progress on several of ALA’s 

information policy strategies as articulated in the Strategic Directions. The developments below 

are keyed to these strategies. 

 

 

STRATEGY 1:  Develop and revise positions and strategies for each information policy issue 

based on ALA values and priorities and substantive (facts and data) and analysis of threats and 

politics. 

 

In coordination with ALA President Julie Todaro, a new series of briefs targeted to national 

decision makers was launched. Each brief focuses on a non-library mission area and how 

libraries contribute to the given area. Thus far, six briefs have been completed:  Veterans, small 

business and entrepreneurship, broadband, economic opportunity, early childhood learning, 

and coding (scheduled for release on April 4th). Several additional briefs are under 

development, including STEM, healthcare, and copyright.  
 

ALA and Rosen Publishing released the video “Libraries Ready to Code.” Introduced during 

Computer Science (CS) Education Week, the video depicts coding activities in public and school 

libraries and underscores how libraries can increase exposure and access to CS learning 

opportunities for youth. The video will be used as an advocacy tool to increase awareness of 

library coding activities among decision makers, influencers and other stakeholders at all levels. 

During Teen Tech Week, this video was featured on a news broadcast on the ABC affiliate in 

Detroit. 
 

 

STRATEGY 2:  Develop and maintain information policy messaging and mechanisms to 

communicate with all relevant audiences. 

 

ALA collaborated with the Internet Association to hold a public session on advancing economic 

opportunity, targeted to the policy community in Washington, D.C. The session, chaired by ALA 

President Julie Todaro, was held at the Google DC office. The panel, which included ALA 

President-elect Jim Neal, was moderated by a reporter from The Hill and included 

representatives from Yelp and the Internet Association. The audience included a broad cross-

section of the Washington policy community, serving as an opportunity to educate an 

important national audience on the role and value of libraries in society. 
 

Chaired by ALA President Julie Todaro, ALA held a first-ever D.C.-based national/federal library 

leader policy strategy discussion. The meeting was particularly timely, occurring just nine days 

after the election. Attendees included Carla Hayden (LC) and Patti Brennan (NLM). Several 

subsequent small group meetings and other follow-on activity occurred as a consequence. 
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The James Madison award was presented to Sen. Jon Tester (D-Montana) by ALA Immediate 

Past-president Sari Feldman. At the event, at the Newseum, Sen. Tester announced the 

creation of the Senate Transparency Caucus. 
 

During 2015-2016, the Intellectual Freedom Committee approved several new privacy 
guidelines intended to assist librarians, libraries, schools and vendors to develop best practices 
for online privacy and data management and security. These include: 

•Library Privacy Guidelines for E-book Lending and Digital Content Vendors 

•Library Privacy Guidelines for Data Exchange Between Networked Devices and 
Services 

•Library Privacy Guidelines for Public Access Computers and Networks 

•Library Privacy Guidelines for Library Websites, OPACs, and Discovery Services 

•Library Privacy Guidelines for Library Management Systems 

•Library Privacy Guidelines for Students in K-12 Schools 

These guidelines attempt to balance the need to protect reader privacy with the needs of 
libraries to collect user data and provide personalized services, while respecting and protecting 
the individual's right to make their own informed decisions in regards to how much privacy they 
are willing to trade for convenience or added benefits. The Library Privacy Checklists, drafted by 
the IFC Privacy Subcommittee and the LITA Patron Privacy Interest Group, are intended to 
provide libraries of all types with practical guidance on implementing the Library Privacy 
Guidelines. 

Reports of materials challenges in libraries increased from 275 in 2015 to 323 in 2016, an 
increase of over 17 percent. OIF and PAO are now beginning the process of message 
development based on the top ten most challenged titles in 2016. 

 

STRATEGY 3:  Lead and participate in effective coalitions, with member participation, to take 

action in addressing information policy issues. 

 

ALA joined a new coalition of civil rights and technology groups that is calling for greater rights 

and opportunity for all in national technology and media policymaking. ALA joined 16 other 

organizations in signing onto “Technology Rights and Opportunity” principles advocating for 

policies that ensure freedom of speech and equality of opportunity for all, while expanding the 

ability of the internet to drive economic opportunity and education. 
 

Telecommunications has been the biggest focus in information policy in the early weeks of the 

Trump presidency and 115th Congress, and unfortunately the developments have been adverse. 

A significant amount of our policy advocacy on net neutrality and the Lifeline program has 

taken place via coalitions. Efforts on net neutrality are taking place via a partnership of ACRL 

and the Washington Office, centered around a coalition of library and higher education groups. 
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With our colleagues in the National Coalition Against Censorship, ALA joined some 80 free 

speech organizations in an open letter responding to President Trump’s attacks on the media. 
 

 

STRATEGY 4:  Initiate policy advocacy (including research) towards the attainment of ALA 

information policy goals. 

 

Policy advocacy efforts continued in New York as an ALA delegation met with leaders in 

publishing and library organizations. The delegation, led by ALA President Julie Todaro, met 

with Penguin Random House, Hachette Book Group, Book Industry Study Group, Brooklyn 

Public Library, and the Metropolitan New York Library Council. Though focused on ebooks and 

publishing, this engagement involved several issues of concern to ALA. 
 

Leveraging the briefs (discussed above) and policy advocacy videos on veterans and small 

business, staff of the Office of Government Relations and Office for Information Technology 

Policy and counsel at Arent Fox engaged in a dozen meetings with Congressional offices 

associated with the Congressional Committees on Veterans Affairs and Small Business. 
 

Finally, the efforts in response to President Trump’s budget blueprint for FY2018 are just 

beginning to unfold at the time of this writing.  
 

 

STRATEGY 5:  Develop and maintain a process for coordinating information policy activities 

across policy topics and ALA units. 

 

ALA initiated outreach via meetings and presentations at the 2017 ACRL conference and the CNI 

Task Force meeting. In addition, since December we’ve made a concerted effort to increase the 

amount of information provided on District Dispatch such as this post on net neutrality. We 

hosted a number of sessions at the 2017 Midwinter Meeting, on coding, broadband, family 

engagement and public policy, and a reception for Emily Sheketoff.  

 

Since October of last year, the Office for Intellectual has recruited a new group of bloggers and 

news gather interns; our enewsletter (sample issue linked) on intellectual freedom issues now 

goes out weekly. We have also added a newletter subscription form to our blog, and have seen 

new subscribers grow by about a dozen new members a week. 
 
In December of 2016, the Office for Intellectual Freedom rolled out a new challenge reporting 

form, and provided a webinar to encourage its adoption. Since the beginning of 2017, the OIF 

has been providing weekly summaries of hate crime reports in libraries to the Office for 

Diversity, Literacy, and Outreach Services. Since Trump’s election, there have been 19 reported 

incidents, usually vandalism (racist graffiti or book mutilations), but also some pointed threats 

against Muslim women. 


